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We consider a scenario in which the global geometry of the universe is driven by
non-linear fermions obeying Heisenberg dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the standard framework of relativistic cosmology fields of different kinds have been
analyzed as source of the geometry of the universe. This has been the case for scalar and
vector fields (see [1], [2] and [3] for references). However very few papers have been published
concerning fermions in the universe as source of its geometry (see [4], [5]). As far as we know,
there has been no discussion concerning cosmology generated by (nonlinear) fermions. The
purpose of the present work is to contribute to this analysis.
In a series of papers (see [6]) Heisenberg examined a proposal regarding a complete
quantum theory of fields and elementary particles. Later on, in a different context, a similar
approach was considered by Nambu and Jona-Lasinio concerning a dynamical model of
elementary particles [7]. Since the original paper until to-day hundreds of papers devoted
to the NJL model were published [8].
It is not our intention here to discuss this program. For our purpose, it is important only
to retain the original non linear equation of motion which Heisenberg postulated for the
constituents of the fundamental material blocks of all existing matter. What we would like
to retain from Heisenberg’s approach reduces exclusively to his suggestion of a non linear
equation of motion for a spinor field and examine the consequences of a framework in which
this field can be taken as the fundamental constituent that drives the cosmological scenario.
2II. HEISENBERG DYNAMICS
We will call Heisenberg spinor (or H-field for short) a spinor field that satisfies the non
linear equation [6]
iγµ∇µΨ− 2s (A+ iBγ5) Ψ = 0 (1)
in which the constant s has the dimension of (lenght)2 and the quantities A and B are given
in terms of the Heisenberg spinor Ψ as:
A ≡ ΨΨ (2)
and
B ≡ iΨγ5Ψ (3)
We use the convention as in [10] and the standard definitions which just for completeness
we quote:
Ψ¯ ≡ Ψ+γ0.
The γ5 is hermitian and the others obeys the relation
γ+µ = γ
0γµγ
0.
This dynamics is obtained from the Lagrangian
L = LD −V =
i
2
Ψ γµ∇µΨ−
i
2
∇µΨ γµ Ψ−V (4)
The self-interacting term comes from a potential that can be described in terms either of a
current-current or as a quartic of spinors:
V = sJµ J
µ (5)
or, equivalently
V = s(A2 +B2) (6)
The proof of this equivalence as well as the basis of most of the properties needed to analyze
non-linear spinors comes from the Pauli-Kofink (PK) identities that establishes a set of tensor
relations concerning elements of the four-dimensional Clifford algebra of the γ matrices. For
any element Q of this algebra the PK relation states the validity of
(Ψ¯QγλΨ)γ
λΨ = (Ψ¯QΨ)Ψ− (Ψ¯Qγ5Ψ)γ5Ψ. (7)
3for Q equal to I, γµ, γ5 and γ
µγ5. As a consequence of this relation we obtain two extremely
important consequences:
• The norm of the currents Jµ ≡ Ψ γµΨ and Iµ ≡ Ψ γµ γ5Ψ have the same strenght but
opposite sign.
• The vectors Jµ and Iµ are orthogonal.
Indeed, using the PK relation we have
(Ψ¯γλΨ)γ
λΨ = (Ψ¯Ψ)Ψ− (Ψ¯γ5Ψ)γ5Ψ.
Multiplying by Ψ¯ and using the definitions above it follows
JµJµ = A
2 +B2. (8)
We also have
(Ψ¯γ5γλΨ)γ
λΨ = (Ψ¯γ5Ψ)Ψ− (Ψ¯Ψ)γ5Ψ.
From which it follows that the norm of Iµ is
IµIµ = −A2 −B2 (9)
and that the four-vector currents are orthogonal
IµJ
µ = 0. (10)
From these results it follows that the current Jµ is a time-like vector; and the axial current is
space-like. Thus, Heisenberg potential V is nothing but the norm of the four-vector current
Jµ.
III. SYMMETRY
Let us consider the γ5−map
Ψ˜ = (cosα + i sinα γ5) Ψ (11)
It yields for the scalars A and B the corresponding changes:
A˜ = cos 2αA + sin2αB
B˜ = − sin 2αA+ cos2αB (12)
4It will be convenient for latter use to define the associated scalar field ϕ defined by
ϕ ≡ A + i B.
This scalar field changes under the above map as a rotation of 2α :
ϕ˜ = e−2iα ϕ.
It follows that the Heisenberg potential is invariant under such map V˜ = V. The kinemat-
ical part of Lagrangian does not change if the parameter α is constant. Thus, Heisenberg
dynamics is invariant under such constant γ5−map.
1. Plane wave solution of Heisenberg equation
Although Heisenberg equation is non-linear it admits a solution as a plane wave. Actually,
it is well-known that any non-linear equation admits such particular type of solution. We
set
Ψ = eikαx
α
Ψ0 (13)
where Ψ0 is a constant spinor written in terms of two-components spinors:
Ψ0 =

 ϕ0
η0

 .
The above decomposition implies that the two-components spinors are not completely inde-
pendent. They must satisfy the constraint
η0 =
(
2 i s B0 − σiki
k0 − 2sAo
)
ϕ0. (14)
Compatibility requires the ”on-mass” condition
kµk
µ = 4s2 (A20 +B
2
0).
A. Fundamental solution
In linear Dirac dynamics a particular class of solutions (plane waves) is characterized by
the eigenstate property
∇µΨ = i kµΨ.
5In the nonlinear Heisenber dynamics it is possible to find solutions that are defined by the
property
∇µΨ =
(
a Jµ + b Iµγ
5
)
Ψ (15)
where a and b are complex numbers of dimensionality (lenght)2. It is immediate to prove
that if Ψ satisfies this condition it satisfies automatically Heisenberg equation of motion if
a and b are such that 2s = i (a− b).
Equation (15) is a rather strong condition that deals with the derivatives instead of
the scalar structure obtained by the contraction with γµ typical of Dirac or even for the
Heisenberg operators that appear in Dirac equation and in equation (1). Prior to anything
one has to examine the compatibility of such condition which concerns all quantities that
can be constructed with such spinors. It is a remarkable result that in order that the
fundamental condition eq. (15) to be integrable constants a and b must satisfy a unique
constraint given by Re(a)− Re(b) = 0.
Indeed, a direct calculation gives
∇µJν = (a+ a)JµJν + (b+ b)IµIν (16)
∇µA = (a+ a)AJµ + (b− b) iB Iµ. (17)
∇µB = (a+ a)B Jµ + (b− b) iAIµ. (18)
∇µIν = (a+ a)JµIν + (b+ b)JνIµ. (19)
Thus,
[∇µ,∇ν ] Ψ =
(
a∇[µ Jν] + b∇[µ Iν] γ5
)
Ψ.
Now, the derivative of the currents yields
∇µJν −∇νJµ = (a+ a)[Jµ, Jν ] + (b+ b) [Iµ, Iν ],
and
∇µIν −∇νIµ = (a+ a− b− b)[Jµ Iν − Iµ Jν ].
It is a rather long and tedious work to show that any combination X constructed with
Ψ and for all elements of the Clifford algebra, the compatibility requirement [∇µ,∇ν ]X = 0
is automatically fulfilled once the unique condition of integrability
a + a = b+ b
is satisfied.
6B. Some useful relations
The field Ψ that we are dealing here is a 4-component quantity. It is useful to write it in
terms of two 2-component spinors under the form
Ψ =

 ϕ
η

 .
Then we obtain the following expressions:
A ≡ ΨΨ = ϕ+ϕ− η+η (20)
B ≡ iΨγ5Ψ = i (ϕ+η − η+ϕ) (21)
and for the current and the axial-current it follows:
J0 = ϕ
+ϕ+ η+η
Jk = ϕ
+ σk η + η
+ σk ϕ
I0 = ϕ
+η + η+ϕ
Ik = ϕ
+ σk ϕ+ η
+ σk η (22)
IV. HEISENBERG FLUID
From the standard definition of the energy-momentum tensor we obtain the expression
of the Heisenberg dynamics in the fundamental solution (15) as
Tµν = l Jµ Jν + n Iµ Iν − s J2 gµν .
where we have set a = a0 − i l and b = a0 − i n. Let us define the four-velocity field as
the normalized current vµ = Jµ/
√
J2 and let us use this velocity field to decompose the
energy-momentum tensor in its irreducible parts and set
Tµν = (ρ+ p) vµ vν − p gµν + qµ(vν) + piµν (23)
7It then follows that the heat flux qµ vanishes identically and the remaining quantities are
given by
ρ = (l − s) J2
p =
(l + n)
2
J2
piµν = −
n
3
Jµ Jν + n Iµ Iν +
n
3
J2 gµν
Before looking into the laws of conservation let us examine a consequence of our choice of
the velocity fluid. Although the field has a self-interaction term, the fluid does not acquires
a self-acceleration. Indeed, from the definition of vµ in terms of the current it follows
∇βvα = 2 a0
Iα Iβ√
J2
(24)
Projecting on the direction of the velocity and using the orthogonality between the vector
and the axial current it follows that vµ has no acceleration.
A. Heisenberg cosmology
We will now show that such special fermion fluid can produce an isotropic world. We set
for the geometry the standard spatially homogeneous and isotropic Friedman form
ds2 = dt2 − S2(t) dσ2.
We limit our considerations here to the Euclidean section.
Conservation of the vector and the axial currents are consequences of the Heisenberg
dynamics:
∇µJµ = 0.
∇µIµ = 0.
Set
Ψ = f(t) Φ0
where Φ0 is a constant 4-spinor and looking for solutions such that Jµ = (J, 0, 0, 0) and
Iµ = (0, I1, I2, I3). Then conservation of the currents imply
J =
N
S3
8where N is a constant and Iµ I
µ = −J2 sets one real condition on the constant spinor. It
then follows for the density of energy and pressure
ρ =
l + n
2
J2 (25)
p =
(3 l − n)
6
J2. (26)
In order to do not have anisotropies we set n = 0. This condition imply immediately that
we are dealing with an ultra-relativistic fluid, that is, the equation of state is given by
p = ρ.
The two conditions (conservation of the currents and the fundamental condition [15])
determines immediately the value of the scalar factor S(t) which is then given by
S = S0 t
1/3.
It then remains to check if indeed this solution fulfills all conditions for the spinor field
satisfying the special solution (15) that is, the vector current is time-like and has no spatial
parts
Jk = 0
and the axial part is orthogonal to the vector current, which in this case reduces only to
I0 = 0.
Using Ψ = f(t) Φ0 where f is proportional to t−1/2, the above conditions for the currents
are fulfilled by setting ϕ+0 σk η0 + h.c. = 0 and ϕ
+
0 η0 + h.c. = 0. This ends the proof that a
Heisenberg fluid can generate a spatially homogeneous and isotropic universe.
Let us note the remarkable result that we have obtained a specific form for the geometry
without using the equations of general relativity. In the present case these equations reduce
to
S˙2
S2
=
ρ
3
2
S¨
S
+
S˙2
S2
= − p.
It is a simple direct matter to verify that indeed if we substitute the density ρ and the
pressure p by its values given by (25) and (26), these equations are automatically satisfied.
9V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a specific solution of a universe in the framework of
general relativity driven by a fluid identified with non-linear fermion obeying Heisenberg
dynamics. The relationship between the density of energy and the pressure is that of an
ultra-relativistic fluid in which the equation of state has the form p = ρ. Although we
have given a simple example of an isotropic cosmology it is clear, from our equations, that
anisotropic universes could as well be generated by a Heisenberg fluid. We intend to discuss
this and other cases in a future paper.
VI. APPENDIX
In curved space-time we used the covariant derivative of a spinor thus defined as
∇µΨ = ∂µΨ− ΓµΨ
in terms of the Fock-Ivanenko connection
Γα = −
1
8
(
γµ γµ ,α − γµ ,α γµ − Γ̺αµ (γµ γ̺ − γ̺ γµ)
)
in order to check the consistency required by the fundamental condition (eq. 15).
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